ARMIES ONLINE
Chapter I. Introduction. World Geopolitics 2012  2014.
In a changing world army is an important protector of stability of the
country. Any government values society opinions of its army, and
governments are working to influence this opinion in various ways,
making use of modern digital tools and mediums, such as social
networks.

Many people do not know how glorious history of the IDF began. In times
of the Second Aliyah a large number of Jewish youth, who had
experience in creating selfdefense units to protect against the racist
massacres in Russia, moved to Palestine. April 12, 1909 organization
HaShomer  the predecessor of the Haganah, was established. Starting
as an organization consisting of scattered selfdefense units it turned into
a military formation. In the period of 19361939 the policy of havlagah
(policy of selfrestraint) was introduced.
1618 May 1941 in view of the potential danger of the GermanItalian
invasion of Palestine Haganah created “strikeforces”  Palmach. Many
members of the Haganah volunteered for the British Army forming Jewish
Brigade.
During the uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto Jewish Fighting Organization,
consisting of more than 600 almost bare handed men, was able to destroy
several dozen Nazis. Most of the men died, but some managed to get out
of the ghetto. Disaster was a bitter lesson for our people, and the young
state faced with the need to build an effective army to defend the Jews
against new threats which evolve in the modern world.
More than decade has passed since the world changing terrorist attack on
the World Trade Center in NY, USA. Shock suffered by America that day
has put a serious mark on the inner life of the United States and American
foreign policy.

United States and its NATO allies invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, giving
start to the long civil war that is still yet to end. The invasion of Iraq and
Afghanistan cost US taxpayers 4.4 trillion dollars. The war against
terrorism has led to changes in American society and expanded the
boundaries of what the Americans are ready to sacrifice in exchange for
security. The recent scandal in the United States associated with the
widespread use of torture towards suspected terrorists clearly
demonstrated it. CIA chief said that torture helped establish the
whereabouts of Osama bin Laden.
The number of victims of terrorist attacks reached almost 18 thousand in
the year 2013, according to the Global Terrorism Index. In 13 years since
the «11/09», the number of victims of terrorist attacks increased by almost
5 times. Severe growth – by 60% even in comparison with 2012. The
number of terrorist victims is growing: 3361 in 2000 to 17958 in 2013. The
lion's share of the activities of terrorists falls on four major terrorist
organizations: the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria; Boko Haram (Nigeria),
the Taliban (Afghanistan) and Al Qaeda (in different parts of the world).
But not only the number of victims increase – International Terrorism is
expanding geographically, hence the word «international». In 2008 there
were 19 countries in which more than 50 people were killed by terrorist, in
2013 the number of such countries has grown to 24.
Over the past seventy years Middle East remains the center of constant
tension. Since the end of the War of Independence by April 2013, 2493
civilians were killed in terrorist attacks in Israel. Since the beginning of the
Second Intifada in 2000 until April 2013, 974 civilians were killed in Israel.
More than 1.5 million people died as victims of armed conflict, which
began in late 2010 in Libya, Egypt, Yemen and Syria. Political crisis in
Ukraine that began in November 2013, led to a bloody civil war in the
middle of Europe and found controversial by many countries reunification
of the Crimea with Russia. Today, according to OSCE study, 4,000
people were killed in Ukraine civil conflict and this number is still growing.

Russia has also paid a price for the Crimea annexation – ruble, Russian
currency, took a deep dive during 2014 and fell by 40%. The USA made a
huge effort to manipulate Europe and isolate Russia politically and
economically. The economic situation in Russia began to deteriorate
before the Ukrainian crisis but the US and EU sanctions and the collapse
of the oil market kicked the process up a notch.
Terrorism is not the only threat faced by the world in the last decade.
Social inequality and thus instability is growing.
80% of world's GDP belongs to the 24 countries that are home to 14.5%
of the world population; 15% of GDP  63 countries with 31% of the world
population; 5% of GDP  45 countries with 55% of the world population.
By the beginning of the XXI century the gap in GDP per capita between
the rich and poor parts of humanity has reached 15.4 thousand dollars, an
increase, which has tripled over the past 40 years. In 1960, 20% of the
richest population had 70% of the total world income; today this figure
reaches 90%. The poorest 20% of the world population in 1960 had 2.3%
of global economic income, and today they have less than 1.1%.
2015 could be a turning point for the existence of the EU. The impetus for
the collapse of the United Europe according to financial analysts from
Saxo Bank will be output of the United Kingdom from the Union.
According to the forecast of the Danish analysts, during the election to be
held in the Kingdom on May 7, 2015, a quarter of the votes will get the
United Kingdom Independence Party known for its antiEuropean policy.
Thus, «the eurosceptics» will be the third largest party in the British
Parliament. Today eurosceptics’ popularity is growing exponentially. So,
in the last parliamentary elections in France 14% of voters voted for the
National Front, led by Marine Le Pen. In comparison: in 2007 Le Pen's
rightwing party won only 4% of the French voters. «Alternative for
Germany» established in 2013, the party has achieved real success in the
regional elections in the parliaments of Brandenburg and Thuringia,
receiving 12% and 10% of the votes respectively. In addition,
representatives of the party passed in the parliament of Saxony (with

9.7% of the votes). Today, "Alternative for Germany" is the third most
popular party in Germany. According to the research center Forsa, 10% of
Germans support antieuropean rhetoric.
Global economic slowdown, growing frustration and disappointment over
United Europe and rising tensions in the Middle East with Israel and
Palestine and Syria and Iraq because of the activity of a terrorist
organization ISIS  these are the main trends that will shape 2015
political, economical and social world map.
Today it is s especially important for Israel to take into account the
perception of its army within the country and in the international arena.
After all, we are a small country with few natural resources, surrounded
on all sides by enemies who do not let us expand.
Chapter ll. IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Historical context of IDF.

Attitude towards Israeli army has changed over the past forty years.
Internet has sped up access to information and made the army more open
and transparent. With the help of social networks people can give
feedback to the army, to share their thoughts and feelings about how they
evaluate military operations.
Today, of all the currently existing democratic states, Israel is the only
country that throughout its history is constantly facing with the threat of
war. And even now, after five largescale wars with Arab countries (in
19481949, 1956, 1967, 1973 and 19821985.), as well as
IsraeliEgyptian War of Attrition (19671970.) most of them refuse to
recognize Israel's right to exist.
Since 1948, Israel was in the process that transformed population that
consisted of repatriates into a single cohesive nation. In the mid1950s,
the leadership of the country defined foreign policy of Israel after a long

dispute, Moshe Sharett who executed moderate pacifist approach was
dismissed from his post as prime minister, and more radical David
BenGurion, who enjoyed great respect among the generals, gained
control. Retaliation, and then the Sinai Campaign became a kind of "test
of maturity" for the new militarypolitical course, and many believed then,
despite the retreat from Sinai after the war, that Israel as a whole has
successfully coped with the task.
Unprecedented mobilization and enthusiasm of Israeli society has been
immediately seen after the Six Day War. Many were surprised by swift
victory and gaining of new territories, often perceived as their liberation.
All that was seen as convincing proof and justification of righteous model
of "a nation in uniform", demanding great hardships in the name of
collectivist values and ideals. Even the Yom Kippur War was not
conducive to a major change of public opinion. Moreover, the war
strengthened the Israelites in the belief that they are  one people, united
by a common destiny, shared victories and defeats.
For decades, the military confrontation with hostile Arab environment was
the most important axis of identity in Israeli society. In many respects the
opposition allowed external threat to rally society, muting its internal
contradictions. First Lebanon War led to the fact that selfperception of
nation striving for peace and fighting only as a last resort necessity, given
the failure. The war gave rise to sharp public criticism, the apogee of
which was the demonstration by about four hundred thousand people in
protest against the massacre  with the connivance of the IDF  by
Lebanese Christians in the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and
Shatila.
In the first half of the 1980s, When the IDF was in Lebanon, Israeli society
has realized that the army was not able to successfully perform police
functions. This is due primarily to the fact that its personnel is replenished
from different layers of society and holds conflicting political views. The

Intifada has revealed not only the problematic aspects of territorial control
with markedly predominant Arab population, but also the fact that many
Israelis were in favor of changing the situation. Intifada demonstrated that
Israeli society was torn apart by numerous contradictions regarding the
issues of war and peace.
At a time when Dan Shomron was the IDF Chief of Staff (in 19871991.),
and even more so  when this position was held by Ehud Barak
(19911995) IDF was in a process that can be characterized as a
reduction of IDF's social role and functions, in the words of E. Barak 
"small, smart army." Reforms have affected various social programs for
the army and associated with absorption of new repatriates, teaching
Hebrew, cultural activities, development of economic infrastructure, as
well as various social rehabilitation programs.
The beginning of the 1990s has seen a significant decrease in motivation
for military service. Army drew attention to this problem only in 1996, after
Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai and Chief of Army Staff Amnon
LipkinShahak visited the IDF central recruiting office and, according to
them, have experienced a shock when meeting with recruits who without
much scruple declared their unwillingness to serve in the military. The IDF
released data on low motivation of recruits and created several
committees, which were mandated to study this phenomenon. It was
found that approximately 30% of the Israeli Jewish youth do not serve in
the army or stop the service before the deadline. The greatest "recession
motivation" was recorded in 1995, when only 44% of potential recruits
expressed a desire to join the combat units. Even during the first intifada
in 1989, this intention was stated by 64% of respondents.
In the 1990s, the accidents that occurred during military exercises
became an object of public criticism. After two accidents resulting in
numerous victims, parents of fallen soldiers created an organization
"Amichai". They opposed the tendency to downplay the seriousness of
army problems and creation of internal investigative commissions of the

incidents, which has repeatedly engaged in concealment of evidence and
harboring of perpetrators  especially if the latter belonged to the high
command.
Feeling of a soon to be coming settlement of the ArabIsraeli conflict
prevailed in the society in 19931995 and has led to the fact that among a
large part of Israeli youth (mostly among youth from wealthy families with
higher than national average level of education), military service became
regarded as a kind of "relic of the past." Regularly conducted polls have
recorded a sharp decline in motivation for military service. Thus, 65% of
recruits surveyed in 1974 said that they would go to the army voluntarily
for three years, even if the law had not declared a mandatory service. A
positive answer to this question was given in 1989, 43% of recruits, and in
1994  only 34% (Israel Institute of polls conducted military research
under the guidance of Dr. Reuven Gal). We emphasize that the majority
of respondents still expressed willingness to serve, but not for such long
time. However, although the number of people refusing to serve for
ideological or any other reasons remained relatively small, it has been
growing steadily. As known, the Israeli army is not recruiting Arab citizens,
constituting about 20% of its population, but data released in 1996
showed that even among the Jewish population 17% of men (of which
only 25% for religious reasons) and 30% of women (67% of them for
religious reasons) are not recruited by the IDF. A few months later it was
reported that 70% of men aged 2151 years (this figure refers only to the
Jewish population of the country) is not called up for reserve duty.
Feeling that intractable ArabIsraeli conflict moves to its settlement, led to
a sharp weakening of national unity in Israeli society that was based
primarily on the sense of community opposition against the superior
forces of the external enemy. In August 1996, a large article was
published in Israeli press about four teenagers, who explained their
reluctance to serve in the army due to changed social climate in Israel,
where the values of individual selffulfillment take precedence over the
values of teamwork, and the approach of a peace settlement with the

Palestinians and Israel's Arab neighbors casts doubt on the need for
mandatory military recruitment. It is impossible to imagine that such an
interview appeared in the Israeli press in the 1960s  1970s, when the
evasion of military service was seen as obviously impossible and a
subject to censure, on both formal and informal levels.
However, political and psychological atmosphere in the country has
changed very much. Perception surveys conducted over the years
recorded that Israelis see "peace" only as a temporary lull between
periods of military escalation of the ArabIsraeli conflict. The results of
studies carried out under the supervision of Professor Asher Arian of
Haifa University, showed that on the question of "whether you think it is
likely for a new ArabIsraeli war to happen in the next three years?", In
1987, a positive response was seen from 58% of respondents, in 1990 
from 73%.
In 19931996, the feeling of approaching a peaceful settlement reduced
the percentage of positive answers to the above questions to 2849% (at
different times in different samples), but in 1996, the Israelites returned to
the feeling of "siege" and disbelief that Palestinian conflict can be
resolved peacefully and therefore new slogan became more popular: "Let
the IDF win!". In 2001 Ariel Sharon was elected as Prime Minister. Ariel
Sharon  a retired general and former defense minister Ariel Sharon who
was considered as a figure that would never be elected for his radical
militarist views and militarypolitical orientation. Voters were willing to
forget his fail for initiation of Lebanon War, and it's not just for the fact that
15 years past since the war, but that the number of victims of the "peace
process" was almost more than the number of victims of this war. And
therefore announced partial mobilization of reservists was met surprisingly
calm: "Well, finally." And latter he was only criticized for being to soft with
the terrorist infrastructure of the Palestinian Authority.
Women in the Israeli army  an attractive propaganda image

One of the founders of the Jewish state, David BenGurion, said: “The
army is the supreme symbol of duty and as long as women are not equal
to men in performing this duty, they have not yet obtained true equality. If
the daughters of Israel are absent from the army, then the character of the
Yishuv will be distorted.”

The participation of Jewish women in the defense of Israel has a long
historical tradition, the roots of which go from the biblical heroine Deborah
defending her country against foreign invaders. This tradition was revived
in modern Israel. Women played a prominent role in the underground
fighting organizations (Haganah, Lehi, Etzel), which fought for the
independence of Israel.
Women's corps of the Israeli army was established in May 16, 1948. The
first commander of the Women's Corps was colonel Shoshana Gershon,
who was born in Russia and received combat experience in the Haganah
and the British Army, where she served as an officer. It was initially
supposed to form special units of women, but within a year it was decided
to allocate women fighters in the usual units, preserving the separate
women's corps commanders.
In 2001, the Women's Corps was disbanded. Instead, 
Women's Affairs
Advisor to the Chief of Staff was established, which 
was headed by Major
General Suzy Yogev. These changes reflect a significant increase in
participation and influence of women in all aspects of Israeli society.
According to the Journal of the Ministry of Defense "Bamahane", women
now account for up to 35% of the staff of the IDF. Eighty percent of
military specialties are opened to women. Twentysix percent of the
officers of the Israeli army are women, and there is a tendency for growth.
In the era of the "nation in uniform" women were seeking to excel in the
military service and to prove that they are equal to men in their
capabilities. There were female pilots (who still did not fly combat aircraft)
and female divers (though they were not sent on combat missions). Still,

these examples were few, and most of the women were brought to their
assigned role in supporting the Army.
However, in the 1990s the situation has changed. For the first time in
Israel's history, women have not only expressed their desire to serve in
combat units, but also entered into a confrontation with the authorities,
keeping them from implementation of this commitment. These women
defied tradition, in which combat spirit is identified with masculinity.
Women did not come out with peace initiatives, on the contrary, they used
social structures and symbols of masculine military environment, trying to
deprive men monopoly on war, and to share associated prestige with
them.
For instance, a girl named Alice Miller, who dreamed of becoming a
military pilot, but did not get the opportunity to enroll in the appropriate
prestigious course, filed a petition in the High Court of Justice to protest
against gender inequality. In a statement filed on behalf of the defense,
then commander of the Air Force General Herzl Budinger claimed that the
army was guided solely by considerations of good will, but the Supreme
Court agreed with the plaintiff that it comes to sex discrimination and
disregard for the principle of equality. Eventually E. Miller, received a
South African license to control civilian aircraft, has been accepted to the
courses of military pilots, but was later expelled. E. Miller has lost,
however, women did not stop seeking for opportunity for active duty on an
equal footing with men. Women had to overcome not only grueling
workouts, but also prejudice of officers and cadets who believed that
women were trespassing their territory. Militarized society on the other
hand showed itself once again  a proactive society that does not hesitate
to conflict with both the state and the army. At this time, it embodied in the
image of women who embrace the cause of the central role of the IDF in
the life of the country, but were not willing to settle for a niche that is
traditionally assigned to them.
Today, Israeli women soldiers are on the forefront of the army ensuring
the safety of the Promised Land.

The Third Intifada
World is engulfed by violence and with renewed vigor, it erupted in the
Middle East. In these conditions, even the perception of own army may
undergo significant changes.
Launched this year, Facebook campaign calling on Palestinians hit and
run Israeli pedestrians with cars, received both furious feedback, as well
as thousands of "likes". And many wonder whether it is the time for the
third intifada.
At the end of October 2014 a Palestinian hit the Israelis by car on the tram
stop  as a result  two dead, including a threemonth baby.
November 5, other Palestinian did the same thing  this time one Israeli
was killed and 13 people were injured.
After a few days in the West Bank of the Jordan River a young Israeli
woman was stabbed to death. And on November 16 Arabbus driver was
found hanged in his vehicle. Official cause of death – suicide, but despite
this, massive street protests emerged.
Hamas commended the terrorist attacks, called for greater resistance to
the occupation by Israel. Other extremist groups followed the example.
"We hope that these incidents will lead to a third intifada. We believe that
if the peace process will continue, Israel will continue to take away our
land, destroy our houses and kill Palestinians, " said the representative of
the Popular Resistance Committees Mohammed Tamimi.
In the Internet age with mobile devices that can capture video and photos
in high resolution, it became more difficult to hide the details of military
operations from the people. Thus if you can’t hide it  be more opened, so
Israel is trying to give the most complete and accurate information about
the actions of its soldiers.

Chapter III. The IDF. Attitude towards the IDF in the past 10 years.

Since the days of the military operation "Cast Lead" in 2009 to "Enduring
rock" in 2014 ideological fronts of Hasbara were deployed to provide a
rational explanation of Israel's actions.
In 2008, shortly before the attacks on the Gaza Strip, the Israeli
leadership has decided to replace the traditional wartime press
conferences with many different programs involving social media. The
program was developed by a former army officer Yarden Vaticay under
the Ministry of Defense and the Jewish Agency.
YouTube served as the forefront of the campaign for the implementation,
where the Israeli army has its own channel.
In 2009, "hasbara" communicates directly with journalists. Thousands of
journalists, diplomats and influential bloggers around the world every day
received text messages, press notes, materials, information sessions and
visits to Israeli communities in the Negev, on the border with Gaza.
Before the invasion of Gaza, Foreign Affairs Ministry hires Israeli media
strategist Niv Calderon.
Press secretary of the Israel Defense Forces Avital Leibovich, on the
other hand, said she was "pleasantly surprised" by the international media
coverage of the conflict, even those that are considered to be impartial or
not relevant to the proIsrael. "Ultimately, the international community
understands that Hamas supports the aggressor"  she added.
In early 2010, Tel Aviv has adopted the concept, allowing cyberattacks on
servers and email addresses through which attempts to destruction of
information space, computer systems and electronic databases of Israel
were made. Moreover Tehila group was authorized to carry out offensive
actions on foreign computer systems.
Situation with "Freedom Flotilla" actualized the need for rapid information
reflection attacks.
On the night of 30 to 31 May 2010, the convoy that was trying to access a
closed military zone was stopped by the naval forces of Israel in
international waters near the borders of Israel. Ships’ captains were asked

to let the search team on board and change the course to the port of
Ashdod.
When Israeli special forces group started boarding the ship "Mavi
Marmara» they faced with resistance. As a result 9 passengers were
killed, 30 injured and 15 Israeli soldiers were injured.
As it turned out, most of the cargo was in poor condition, not very suitable
for the use, particularly drugs with expired dates. Other controversial
details of this "humanitarian mission" were also later revealed.
Israel's image losses were so great that to prevent similar disasters in the
future, new state agency was established which became responsible for
coordination of actions of activists, patriotic Israelis and other proIsrael
forces in the digital space.
From 2009 to 2014, wider and wider parts of the Israeli society are getting
involved in debates on social networks.
Such coordinated work of online propaganda soldiers has contributed to
the phenomenon known as "hasbara trolling."
As Israel is involving a huge variety of different channels, tools and media
to its infowar, Arab media, on the other hand, has very few methods,
which are used for quite some time. One of their favorites  artificial
overestimation of Palestinian casualties and speculation on the statistics
of the victims. However, they never mention that terrorist organizations
are recruiting fighters from 14 years and those whom they call "dead
children" are minor terrorists who died fighting.
A number of journalists, bloggers and researchers have studied and
analyzed the list of victims published and updated every few days on the
website of the Qatari news channel "Al Jazeera". It is based on data
provided by Ashraf alQudra, a spokesman for the Hamas Ministry of
Health in Gaza. These statistics often finds repetitive same names on that
list.

The main objective of hasbara is exposing the lies of the Arab media
about the conflict in Gaza, including speculation about the confrontation of
the victims.
Twitter account (@IDFspokesperson) with 292,000 followers is an IDF
official account which is updated daily with variety of different content.
Huge part of which is dedicated to explanation of Hamas’s actions.

Above are the example of infographic and IDF twitter post in which Israel
announces military operation via twitter.
As Gizmodo mentioned in its article, “After blowing up a car carrying
Hamas bigwig Ahmed AlJabari, Israel told the world the attack is part of a
larger campaign—"Operation Pillar of Defense." The IDF Twitter account
then explained to its followers the how and why of the campaign, citing
selfdefense, and claiming "All options are on the table. If necessary, the
IDF is ready to initiate a ground operation in Gaza." In other words, Israel
is prepared to start a little war here, and is spreading the word online.”

During the last conflict in Gaza, students from Interdisciplinary Centre
launched a digital social media campaign, called "Israel Under Fire".

At the start over 400 students have volunteered to participate in the
campaign, which has 5 FB pages in 5 different languages and a website
israelunderfire.com
, which posts in 21 languages and says to have only
checked facts.

Overall, more than 1600 student participated in the campaign, by creating
engaging content and spreading it on the social networks. Total audience
exceeds 20 mil. people in more than 60 countries with over 30 languages.
University efforts were so highly appreciated by the state, IDF, PM and
MFA decided to cooperate with the university in latter campaigns and
actions.

Even though, Hamas and other Palestinian terrorist organizations enter
the digital battlefield and clash with Israel there  Hamas has increased its
Twitter activity (@qassamfeed). They post in Arabic, English and Hebrew
and use graphic and distressing pictures of injured children, funerals and

the destruction of homes. They operate with such words as “rebellion”,
“genocide”, “bombs and destruction” thus the main goal being to discredit
the Israel and scare the western world.
Israel and Palestine have mainstream media as a main target of their
propaganda efforts. That much official firsthand information on social
media is a great way for journalists to access real time info.

Chapter IV. World after “Crimean Crisis”. “Polite people”.

Crimea informational war and hybrid war
One hundred and fifty years ago, during the Crimean War (18531856)
immediately after the Battle of Sinop British newspapers reported that
Russians supposedly finished wounded Turks swimming in the sea.
New hybrid Crimean War was also marked by an unprecedented surge of
disinformation, slander and propaganda. In December 2013 and February
2014 in the Russianlanguage information field two new realities emerged.
Ukrainian and Western media during the Crimean referendum used the
words "seizure", "occupation", "Anschluss" and "annexation". Russian and
proRussian media used the words "reunification" and "longawaited
return."
Later, when the conflict was transported to Luhansk and Donetsk regions,
Ukrainian media called the local proRussian activists "separatists" and
"terrorists", and after a series of failures of the Ukrainian army  "Russian
soldiers" and "Russian paratroopers." Western media initially used neutral
"proRussian rebels", then "Russian troops", although evidence of
invasion of Russian troops on the territory of Donetsk and Luhansk so far
not provided. Russian media answered with new wording: Ukrainian
volunteer battalions became known as the "punitive" and politicians who
came to power in Kiev as a result of the tragic events on the Maidan 

"junta". At the same time the Russian media have focused on the
presence of ultranationalists in the new government, which is quite true
by the way. Following a referendum in the Crimea on the status of the
peninsula, Ukrainian society tone was becoming more and more
nationalist and political field was filled with populists such as Oleg
Lyashko, who finished presidential race third. Praising Stepan Bandera 
Nazi collaborator, who fought against the Soviet Army during World War II
 has become common place in the Ukrainian political life. Ukrainian
Insurgent Army, responsible for the massacre of thousands of Poles and
Jews, was seen as heroes before, but now flirting with Nazism in Ukraine
has passed all possible limits. Monstrous cynicism can be called support
of new Nazis by the head of the Jewish community in Ukraine, a citizen of
Israel, billionaire Igor Kolomoisky. Media channels owned by him are
involved in fomenting nationalist hysteria, encouraging violence and
persecution of people on the national and political lines. There is
evidence, indirectly confirming involvement of Igor Kolomoisky in the
murder of proRussian activists in Odessa, May 2, 2014.
Taking into account the sad results of "Euromaidan" which began as a
"revolution of dignity" and civil protest against corruption, and ended as a
shameful persecution, kidnapping and even murder of political opponents,
it is worth noting that the fears of the Crimean people for their future are
understandable. This region has historically been proRussian, enjoyed
fairly broad autonomy, spoke in Russian and aggressively met any
attempts for "Ukrainianization." Russia took advantage of the situation by
supporting appeared in Crimea opposition leaders to the new Ukrainian
government. Unmarked Russian soldiers stationed in the Crimea, stopped
nationalists attempt to enter the territory of the peninsula and helped local
activists of proRussian organizations to block the Ukrainian military units,
negotiating with the military and avoiding bloodshed. It should be noted
that Putin was in some ways a hostage of this situation. Russian society,
traditionally minded right conservative, would hardly have forgiven him if
he denied the Crimea fearing sanctions from the US and Europe. If he did
so, Putin's political future in Russia would have been very uncertain.

History of Crimea – With and without Russia
Referring to the recent history of the Crimean issue, August 24, 1991 the
Supreme Council of Soviet Ukraine adopted the Act of Independence of
Ukraine, vindicated later on a national referendum December 1, 1991.
May 5, 1992 the Supreme Council of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea
adopted a declaration "Act on the proclamation of state independence of
the Republic of Crimea", but then, under pressure from the Ukraine,
overturned that decision. May 6, 1992 Supreme Council of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea adopted the Constitution of the Republic
of Crimea. These documents contradicted the then Ukrainian legislation,
but the Parliament of Ukraine has canceled them only on March 17, 1995
after a long conflict in the Crimea. February 4, 1994 Yuri Meshkov was
elected as President of Crimea.
February 22, 2006, the Supreme Council of the Crimea again attempted
to hold a republican referendum on the status of the Russian language.
The initiative belonged to Viktor Yanukovych's Party of Regions.
Ukrainian Central Election Commission banned the precinct election
commissions in the Crimea to vote on this issue. December 16, 2006
Crimeans in an informal national referendum voted against the policy of
Ukrainian President Viktor Yushchenko to join NATO. Crimean authorities
refused to provide the polling station, and the organizers  the Crimean
People's Assembly  held a referendum on the streets. 98.7% of the
nearly 900 thousand citizens who took part in the vote voted against
Ukraine's membership in the North Atlantic Alliance.
December 2, 2014 the Crimean parliament reacted to the mass protests
in Kiev appealing to the President of Ukraine Yanukovych with a request
to take measures to restore public order and announce a state of
emergency if the situation requires. 76 out of 78 members of parliament,
who took the vote, supported appeal. The appeal proclaimed that the
government "is obliged to prevent unconstitutional way of revenge of
bankrupt political forces professing extreme nationalism".

At the end of January 2014 public organizations of Sevastopol thwarted
an attempt to hold a rally in support of the Euromaidan. Sevastopol
Coordinating Council, and about ten nongovernmental organizations
prepared an appeal to the citizens, stating that in case of a coup d'etat
"Sevastopol, using the right to selfdetermination, will come out of the
legal field of Ukraine." The first president of the Republic of Crimea Yuri
Meshkov called for the proclamation of the independence of the Crimea,
calling the political crisis in Ukraine "a stranger war to Crimea".
February 19, members of the Supreme Council supported the initiative of
the deputy Nicholas Kolisnichenko (Party of Regions), who suggested
that, if the Ukraine does not resolve the crisis in the near future, then
Crimea should reunite with Russia.
February 21, at the height of the bloody riots in Kiev, Ukraine Viktor
Yanukovych left the country. From that day on proRussian Crimea
residents opposing Euromaidan, launched an indefinite protest in front of
the Supreme Council of the ARC, requiring separation of Crimea from
Ukraine and the creation of an independent state.
February 23, Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian Parliament) assigned duties of
the President of Ukraine to Verkhovna Rada Chairman Oleksandr
Turchynov. And on this day in Sevastopol "People's will against fascism in
Ukraine" meeting was held, which was attended by tens of thousands of
people. During the meeting the deputy of the city council of Sevastopol
and the leader of the "Russian bloc" Gennady Basov announced the
creation of volunteer selfdefense units.
February 27, 2014 Member of the Supreme Council of Crimea, the leader
of the party "Russian unity" Sergei Aksenov ARC was appointed as
chairman of the Council of Ministers of Crimea. The Supreme Council of
Crimea has decided to hold a referendum in the Crimea "on improving the
status and powers" of the region. Early in the morning, two groups of
unknown people (1015 people each) captured the building of the
Supreme Council of Crimea and the Council of Ministers of autonomy;
According to the online publication on Lenta.ru, the attackers were in full

combat gear, but without any signs. Russian flags were raised over
buildings and barricades appeared at the entrance.
nd
Kiev started infowar against Sevastopol. Starting 2
of March major
national TV channels in Ukraine all have the same logo  Ukrainian flag
and the inscription on it "United Ukraine  a united country." Among the
channels involved in the action  "Inter", Channel 5, STB, ICTV, “1 + 1”,
"Ukraine" and others. March 5, Kiev provider Lanet disabled broadcast of
three Russian channels. National Council of Ukraine on Television and
Radio Broadcasting demanded from providers to stop broadcasting the
channels "Vesti", "Russia 24” and others. Ukrainian channels still to that
day has not yet been cut off in Crimea, they broadcast in packages of
local operators. Large public resonance subsequently received an
incident in which a deputy of the Verkhovna Rada, member of the
Committee on Freedom of Speach Igor Miroshnichenko, together with his
colleagues with the use of physical force made the head of the National
Television Company of Ukraine Alexander Panteleimon resign.
Miroshnichenko actions were caused by the fact that television footage of
a ceremony in honor of the Crimea reuniting with Russia was shown.
On 6th of March, Crimea Supreme Council made a decision to join
Russian Federation and set the date of referendum in Crimea on 16th of
March.

Operation
By the end of February 2014, Russian troops were stationed on the
Crimean peninsula in accordance with the RussianUkrainian agreements
on the Black Sea Fleet  more than a thousand objects in the Crimea.
Russian armed forces have the right to place on the territory of Ukraine up
to 25 thousand of its troops. According to Russian data, at the beginning
of March 2014 a contingent of Russian troops on the territory of Ukraine is
about 16 thousand people.
Ukraine did not cancel this agreement with Russia, and Russian troops
did not exceed its number limit, which allowed the Russian government to

reject any accusations of "occupation" of the Crimea. Despite President
Putin received approval of the Federation Council on the use of Russian
armed forces on the territory of Ukraine, the Russian leadership to
midApril did not recognize that the Russian troops were really involved in
what was happening in the Crimea and events of capture of strategic
facilities. Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu also said on March 5 that the
Russian troops were not occupying the Crimea.

On 28th of February, due to the actions of the unknown, any
communication between Crimea and Ukraine has been lost. As a result,
landline and mobile and Internet were down. Later that night, armed
«selfdefense» units blocked Ukrainian military bases in Crimea.
On 2nd of March Ukranian Naval Base in Feodosia received an ultimatum
to drop all the weapons. From 3rd of March Ukrainian flags were pulled off
most of the bases.
On the morning of March 4, Crimean Prime Minister Sergei Aksenov said
at a press conference in Simferopol that the personnel of Ukrainian
military units is ready to submit to the new government of Crimea and that
officers who refuse to carry out his orders will be prosecuted.
According to Ukrainian data, 18,8 thousand Ukrainian troops were
stationed in Crimea.
On March 24 National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine instructed
to hold a "redeployment of Ukrainian troops in the Crimea." Russian
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu ordered to provide all Ukrainian military
the opportunity to leave the Crimea. More than 15 thousand Ukrainian
military units, departments and institutions, previously stationed in the
territory of the Republic of Crimea, have expressed their desire to
continue military service in the Russian military. On March 26th, Chief of
Staff of the Armed Forces of Russia Valery Gerasimov told reporters that
Russian flags are raised on all 193 military units and establishments of
the Armed Forces of Ukraine, located on the territory of Crimea.

Polite victory
In 2011, Russianspeaking Twitter monthly audience exceeded one
million people. As of November 1, 2014 monthly audience of Twitter in
Russia grew to 11.8 million. At the time of writing of this article, Twitter
account «Polite People» (вежливые люди) had more than 33 thousand
followers.
«Polite people» as called in Russia or «little green men» as named by
western propaganda has become an Internet meme. Both names refer to
masked unmarked military troops in green army uniforms – the troops that
were first seen in Crimea during the crisis. Due to the fact that these
troops completed its mission without a single shot fired, Russian Minister
of Defense Sergey Shoygu also called the soldiers «Polite People»
According to the creators of the twitter account, the main events have
passed, but in the midst of confrontation between Crimea «selfdefense
units» and the new government of Ukraine the account "solved important
problems  refuting the propaganda waged by the Ukrainian side about
the actions of selfdefense in the Crimea." Account posted content,
showing that selfdefense units in the Crimea, already referred to as a
"polite people", are heroes for the residents of the Crimea. Most of the
content shows how the local population, the inhabitants of Crimea
respond to presence of “polite people” in the region.
We counted more than 1.7 million tweets in support of "polite people" from
about 125 thousand accounts from Russia, southeastern regions of
Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. Tweets were posted between
February 28 and April 1, 2014. We have reviewed all accounts with
positive statements about "polite people" and monitored only real
accounts  with personal information, the user pic and at least 100 unique
tweets.
We believe that this is an absolute record  125 thousand actively
supported the actions of Russian troops in the Crimea, promoting the
brand "polite people." For example, blog created specifically to bring
people together in the wake of mass rallies in Moscow in December 2011,

has currently just over 46 thousand followers, of which only 4000 are
active and look real. Today we witness the decline in the popularity of
liberal and antiPutin blogs and growth of patriotic and conservative blogs.
Blog of Novorossiya has 12,000 readers, and postmodern rightwing
conservative popular blog "Sputnik i Pogrom" was able to not only attract
the attention of 27,000 Twitter users and 85 thousand followers in
Vkontakte (Russian social network #1), but also introduce a system of
paid subscription to its materials. It is worth noting that the "Sputnik i
Pogrom" has become very popular in the wake of the Ukrainian events
and especially  after the referendum in the Crimea. We can say that
moderate nationalism was actually legalized in the political field in Russia.
"Sputnik i Pogrom" also played a role in the popularization of trained and
fearless Russian soldier acting unmarked and able to carry out covert
operations in enemy territory. Meme «Polite People» was born from a
post by user Colonel Cassad, who described the "polite" seize of the
airport in Simferopol on the night of 27 to 28 of February. Comic effect
inherent in the comparison of "politeness" and military aggression
spawned an ironic name of the Russian army, which quickly spread
through the Internet. The Russian army appeared thus not only ready for
direct military aggression, but also to "polite protection" with no excessive
use of force, capable, if necessary, to take control of a large area without
firing a single shot.
Euphoria literally spread through Russian blogs and social media. Even
the famous blogger Artemy Lebedev, who is rarely seen as a supporter of
all things Russian, wrote a post that he can now be proud of the Russian
army 
http://tema.livejournal.com/1621899.html
.

In April, JSC "Voentorg" registered «Polite People» as a trademark for
use with its products.
In April 2014 the Czech company «Black dog» released toy figures "polite
people."
May 8, Russian Defense Ministry launched a clothing line "Polite People".

In April, Vladimir Putin publicly admitted that the Russian military in times
of crisis "were behind" the Crimean selfdefense groups "to provide
conditions for the free expression of the will of Crimeans."
During the Crimean crisis Russia implemented both brilliant military
operation which led to historical Crimean reunion and created one of the
best brands and informational campaigns of its military forces which led to
huge growth of social appraisal and trust for the Russian Army.
It should be mentioned that after the tragic events in Odessa, occurred
May 2, 2014, when several dozen opponents of the new Kiev authorities
were burned alive in the House of Trade Unions, thousands of messages
appeared on social networks demanding to immediately send troops to
Ukraine and to protect Russian population. However, there was no
reaction of the Kremlin. Contrary to the allegations of the West, Putin did
not use public opinion in the country, which would allow him to launch a
military campaign against the Ukraine.

Chapter V. Impact of the Crimea on Russian society. Turning point in
the opinion on the Army  from Chechnya to Crimea.
Both Russia and Israel, have had brutal experience of fighting terrorism.
Russia took decades to urgently rebuild its intelligence services and army
structures, to enlist the support of public opinion and to restore the
network of agents, which was lost with the collapse of the Soviet Union, to
effectively confront the Islamic fundamentalism. Hostagetaking at school
and theater, explosions during concerts, terrorist attacks in Moscow
suburbs, railway stations and airports shocked Russia and strengthened
the resolve of the country's leadership to the toughest response to
terrorism. From Israel Russia has learned two important rules to combat
terrorists, worked out by Israel in 7080s: never negotiate and conduct
targeted operations to eliminate militants and terrorist leader. An eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth.

As of January 1, 2013 Russian army had 766,055 people. This is three
times less than at the time of its inception in 1992. Since its inception, the
army of the Russian Federation sought to mobility and professionalism
and effectiveness.
In the early 90ies the General Staff developed the concept of mobile
forces, according to which the army was to be less cumbersome and get
a separate motorized rifle brigade, staffed with a single staff and
weapons. However, this idea has not been implemented in full. After the
collapse of the Soviet Union, the Russian army faced new dangerous
challenges, such as corruption among the officers, the collapse of the
system of combat training, hazing. Since 1991 the Army was marked by
numerous cases of embezzlement of state property (timber, fuel, vehicles,
etc.), the use of soldiers as labor for the construction of realty for high
command officers. Chechen conflict (First and Second Chechen War) has
exposed deep problems that plagued the Russian society. Due to the
weakening of the central state government, nationalist ideas began to
grow in regional national republics. The only ethnic Chechen General in
the Soviet Army  General Dudayev led separatists in Chechnya. Moscow
about 40 thousand soldiers to supress the rebellion in Chechnya.
Separatists, though inferior to the feds in the number (about 1215
thousand to 40 thousand), were better trained. In addition, the Russian
army fought against professional mercenaries from Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Georgia and Ukraine. Lack of coordination between different departments
and poor training of personnel to the conditions of urban warfare led to
serious losses among the personnel and the complete failure of the first
assault on Grozny.
During the following years of Chechen Conflict Russian army has mostly
seen fails  both in personnel and its image loss.
Despite the overwhelming superiority in manpower, weaponry and air
support Russian troops could not keep control over the territory of the
republic. Among the reasons  weakness and indecision of the political
and military leadership of the country. The hostility of the local population,
poor logistics and supply, heavy losses suffered by the Russian army in

the region, led to the demoralization of the personnel. Public opinion
fueled by the liberal media, took the side of the terrorists was generally
opposed to the continuation of hostilities in Chechnya.
As a result of the first Chechen war 15 thousand Russian soldiers and
more than 80,000 civilians were killed. Chechnya has become a center of
attraction of radical Islamists from all over Russia, unemployment stands
at 70%, crime flourishes. International terrorists and islamic
fundamentalists began to play a great role in the life of Chechnya. Their
main aim was to destabilize the situation in the whole Russian Caucasus
region.
In August 1999, terrorist troops invaded Dagestan. Three weeks of fierce
fighting continued, and after the defeat of the rebels, federal troops,
continuing their pursuit, entered Chechnya. Since the beginning of the
second Chechen campaign, a series of explosions of apartment buildings
in Buynaksk (4 September 1999), Moscow (9 and 13 September 1999)
and Volgodonsk (16 September 1999) happened, these crimes shocked
Russia and the world. Society united in support of hardline actions of the
Russian leadership in the Caucasus. Moral and psychological atmosphere
in Russia has changed dramatically.
To identify the set of characteristics and estimates which describe the
image of the Russian army, in May 2005 a survey was conducted.
Analysis of the results revealed that about 10% of the questionnaires
contained biased negative comments about the army. Approximately the
same number of respondents showed positive appraisal. All the words
that have been used by the respondents to describe the Russian army,
can be divided into three roughly equal groups: positive, neutral and
negative. Positive wording: "protection", "might", "nuclear power", "power",
"patriotism", "Fatherland", "duty to the Motherland", "education", "medal",
"friendship", "courage" "honor", etc. They are the most abstract as
opposed to specific statements, which are assigned to the third group.
Neutral  "service", "uniform", "officers", "weapon", "charge", "platoon",
"cap", "letters", etc.

The third group consisted of negative statements. “Hazing” was used the
most in about 60% of cases. The rest can be combined into meaningful
subgroups: a) relating to nutrition and life (unappetizing food, canned
meat, hunger, chowder, iron beds, peeling potatoes, group shower,
routine, chaos, survival, etc.); b) relating to matters of appearance (short
or unfashionable haircut, bald, pity, fatigue, sad faces, etc.)
Empirical study in 2010 showed that most of the publications that form the
image of the officer corps, contains a neutral or negative judgment on the
staff of the army and navy.
The number of negative judgments about the various categories of
officers was greater than the number of positive references The greatest
number of negative publications devoted to senior officers  commanders
and chiefs, in whose hands are thousands of mothers and fathers give
their sons.
In this regard, it is not surprising that the realities of Russia at that time
was
unwillingness of 50% of the country's citizens to see their loved ones in
the military.
In 2007, a Russian military reform was launched. However scandals,
corruption and theft in the ranks of senior military officers, reports of
hazing, a failed missile launches  all quite significantly beat the prestige
of the Russian Armed Forces in the eyes of young people, eclipsing the
positive changes.

Soldiers’ morale also quite significantly depends on the image of the
armed forces, and the combat readiness of the troops. Formation of a
new image of Russian Army and Navy was one of the conditions for the
successful implementation of the reform of the Russian army in a difficult

time  after a series of highprofile corruption scandals associated with the
name of former Defense Minister Serdyukov.
In June 2014, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu reported of a significant
improvement in the morale of servicemen of the Russian army.
Russians link Sergei Shoigu with all the positive changes that have
occurred in the army for the last 2 years. Not only men, but more and
more women join the army to make a career and to serve their country.
Over 45 000 women serve in the Russian Military today. In Russia, there
is no discrimination that limits the rights of women in the service, but there
is no special propaganda calling for women to serve in the armed forces.
In Russia, women are appraised and valued for being loyal to their men,
who went to serve the country. This is done also through social networks
For example, there is a popular group "Faithfulness to the beloved", with
key message  "I'll wait for you”. 
http://Vk.com/loveandarmy
.
Cases of hazing in the army for the year decreased by about 20%, and
the penalty for "hazing" hardened  guilty serve time. Another opinion poll
showed that Russians especially noted in the third term of Vladimir Putin
success in foreign policy and increase the country's defense. Russians
began to call its army "polite people"  the term meant trained,
combatready soldiers capable to avoid unnecessary bloodshed by using
nonlethal weapon, the very presence of which greatly affect the potential
enemy. Soon the Department of Defense began to exploit this brand with
various merchendise.
"Russian Spring" of 2014 was marked by the rearmament in the western
districts and conducting a series of largescale exercises, demonstrated
the level of training of personnel, the real ability of military units to swiftly
implement a lawful order of the President of the Russian Federation in
any part of the country. Demoralized Ukrainian army did not even try to
provide power resistance to reunification of the Crimea with Russia. The
Russian public has met the accession of the Crimea with unprecedented
enthusiasm. For the first time since the "Munich speech" Putin's Russia
dared not only in words but also in deeds to protect their national

interests, not paying attention to blackmail and threats from the US and
NATO. Unusual excitement of Russians can be easily traced by
thousands of messages left on the social networks.

Chapter VI.
RussianIsraeli relations have a long history. USSR, the first de facto
recognized the independence of Israel on May 14, 1948. Today Russia
and Israel share a common goal  the confrontation of the global threat of
terrorism, especially Islamic.
It is appropriate to recall one remarkable and littleknown episode of
RussianIsraeli relations.
Soviet writer Alexander Bek has described his impressions of the WW2 in
the book "Volokolamsk Highway." The book, written in 194244 years,
tells the story of the Battle of Moscow in October 1941. Alexander Bek
declined the way of "a corporal from the literature," that was typical for the
Soviet writersveterans  pathos, primitive storylines and crude
descriptions of nature. He payed more attention to the psychological
portrait of the protagonist and the transformation that occurs when a
person assumes responsibility for the lives of their comrades. The
commander, who was destined to repel the Nazis on the outskirts of
Moscow, is given the main question  "how to turn seven hundred people 
healthy, honest and loyal to the homeland, but not the military, who are
not welltrained into a fighting force?”
In 1946, a wellknown translator Shlomo EvenShoshan translated it into
Hebrew. The book's title was not clear to the Hebrew reader. Translator
gave the story a different name «( אנשי פאנפילובAnshei Panfilov"), ie. E.
"Panfilov," and under this name the novel was published in 1946 in Tel
Aviv, in what was then British Mandate Palestine.
Benny Marshak, one of the commanders of Palmaha drew attention to the
common problems faced by officers of Yishuv and Panfilov Division.
Palmaha fighters were also people not “from the military”. Benny Marshak
then decided that Alexander Bek’s book could be help for commanders of

Palmaha, and distributed it among them. Soon "Panfilov" became a
handbook for officers of Palmaha. After the emergence of the state and
the establishment of the Israel Defense Forces the book was added to the
list of books required for reading for listeners of officer courses.
Today the military leadership of Russia and Israel face similar problems.
First of all, we are talking about the image of the Armed Forces, as the
information on the situation in the army, the state of its combat readiness,
the positive and negative aspects of military life affect the public
consciousness, feelings, and indirectly  in the decisionmaking
mechanisms in the field of defense.
Why is the image of the army is so important?
Firstly, image maintains balance and stability in modern society, influence
on public opinion (in the case where the image formed by public opinion
and the highest authority is the same).
Second, the image of the armed forces has incentive, activity character
for the whole society. A positive image can cause a feeling of patriotism,
mobilize society to address various problems, including the defense of
homeland.
Third, the image of the armed forces is a historical category, emerging for
decades. Therefore, strengthening the country's identity and its army
strengthens the position of the country in the international arena.

In 2006, Palestinian militants infiltrated into Israel through an underground
tunnel, captured tank driver Gilad Shalit and killed two of his colleagues.
In exchange for the release of Shalit militants demanded Israel to release
nearly a thousand terrorists from prison.
In 2011, Gilad Shalit was released after more than five years of
Palestinian captivity. In exchange for Shalit's freedom several hundred
Palestinians held in Israeli prisons were set free.
On the one hand, Israel has demonstrated that it is ready to do anything
to release its soldiers. On the other hand, the details of the abduction of

Corporal, his interviews and life in captivity, the highest price paid by the
government for his release, became the subject of a broad public debate
and provoked a mixed reaction in Israeli society. This story was yet
another divisive factor that split society and had a negative impact on the
image of the Israeli army.
We can say that since the 60s, the Israeli army is in the state of
informational siege, and has to constantly maintain a perimeter defense,
repulsing the attacks inside the country by the leftist press, and from the
proPalestinian international press. Since 2009, Israel began to seriously
work with the press and bloggers, giving them information about military
operations in Gaza. To date, this work can be assessed as highly
successful.
The image of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation is largely
determined by various conditions and factors  the level of combat
readiness and effectiveness of the army; the degree of transparency of
the armed forces; moral character and integrity of the military leadership
with respect to their subordinates, their concern for the troops; the level of
provision of military material and spiritual wealth, as well as the state of
the social conditions of their families.
Since 1999, namely with the famous Kosovo forced march of Russian
paratroopers at the airport in Pristina and repel of the invasion of Chechen
militants in Dagestan, the credibility of the Armed Forces has increased,
and since 2002, it remains stable.

The results of the second Chechen campaign, which has been militarily,
and politically more successful than the first, substantially increased the
confidence for the army. Despite some errors, informational coverage of
this military operation (especially for overseas public), unlike in the first
campaign was much better. Of course, this had a positive impact on the
growth of public confidence in the army.

In 2014, the armed forces of the Russian Federation demonstrated a new
face  for a few hours on the Crimean peninsula, with the support of local
defense forces Ukrainian military units were blocked and administrative
buildings were taken under control. Complex military operation ensured a
bloodless transition of Crimea under the control of Russia, Russians
greeted the news with glee.
Russia's armed forces call to a little more than three hundred thousand
people annualy, and the draft plan in recent years carried out completely.
Indicator of society's attitude towards the army can be considered as a
reduction in the number of draft dodgers or those who choose alternative
civilian service, and the data of opinion polls, the last few years,
consistently demonstrating the growing popularity of the armed forces and
the institution as a whole, and serving in the army as an occupation.
In Russia, awareness of the importance of working with an audience of
social networks and blogs is growing. In the popular Russian social
network Vkontakte (more than 100 million accounts), there are several
communities, regularly writing about the army and "polite people."
The most popular of them  a group "Army is sweet!»
(Http://vk.com/armypower), numbering more than 380,000 subscribers.
In July 2014, The Guardian published an overview of the US Army
Research on the impact of social networks. The main goal of such
research, as stated in the official reports  "to develop tools that will
counteract the misinformation campaigns and deception." In Latin
America and the Arab countries social networks funded by associated
with CIA funds have already appeared.
Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, based on data from the Russian
intelligence service, has repeatedly discussed the issues related to the
threat of international terrorism, in meetings with top military officials in
France, Great Britain, Greece, USA, Norway, Finland and so on since
2012. For example, this topic was addressed at the meeting with the

Minister of Defence of Great Britain F. Hammond in London March 13,
2013 and with French Defense Minister JeanYves Le Drianom in
Moscow on 23 May 2013. Discussed was the problem of uncontrolled
participation of immigrants from Western countries in terrorist forces in
Libya, Syria and Mali. And also  the problem of the proliferation of various
types of weapons stolen from army depots. All this created a risk of
displacement of mercenaries with combat experience and with weapons
in Europe.
It is expected that in the coming years, information confrontation in social
networks will increase, and the role of the Internet will increase
significantly. Latests tragiac events prove that.
Reaction to the murder of journalists of the French satirical magazine
Charlie Hebdo on 7 January 2015 was allout street rallies and an
expression of solidarity with the dead. At the time of writing more than 4
million messages with hashtag #jesuisCharlie were left on twitter. Action
was supported by many celebrities, including Julianne Moore and Hugh
Laurie.
The following media sites used “Je suis Charlie”:
Libération, Le Monde, and Le Figaro and other French media used it as a
banner across the top of their websites.
On January 7, Reddit changed their logo to show their mascot holding a
Je suis Charlie placard.
More than 30 journalism agencies and organizations in the United States
(including the National Press Photographers Association, the Online
News Association, the Society of Professional Journalists, the Newseum,
the National Press Club, and the Newspaper Association of America)
joined Charlie Hebdo in solidarity by adding their name to a Je suis
Charlie banner.
Daily Mirror, Irish Mirror, Manchester Evening News, Liverpool Echo, and
other Trinity Mirror titles used it as a banner across their websites.
Spotify has the hashtag #jesuischarlie on the player homepage.

Editors of the Estonian newspaper Postimees used the slogan in their
group photo, in both French and in Estonian language.
Editors of the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet used the slogan as the
header of their website, the logo was used in French.
On 8 January 2015, the paper changed the logo of the paper from
Aftonbladet to Je suis Charlie using the same typeface as the paper's
original logo.
AFNIC, the nonprofit that manages French domain names, built a ASCII
art picture of JE SUIS CHARLIE into all WHOIS requests for French
domain names.
Google France and Apple Inc France both placed Je Suis Charlie pictures
on their homepages.

